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Highlights

08 Graphic fight
Richard Swinburne looks ahead to the impending arrival of a three-way graphics card battle.

10 Passing the torch
Tracy King enjoys the warm and fuzzy feelings of introducing a new generation of kids to gaming without judgement.

18 Lian Li Q58
Antony Leather puts Lian Li’s stylish new mini-ITX case through its paces.

22 HP Omen 27c
HP’s latest Omen gaming monitor offers 240Hz gaming at a 2,560 x 1,440 resolution and an impressive contrast ratio.

24 noblechairs Icon TX
With its new soft-touch TX fabric, noblechairs brings an extra dash of style and comfort to its Icon gaming chair range.

30 HP Victus 16
Available for under £1,100, HP’s latest gaming laptop comes in some striking colour schemes.

42 Z690 motherboard Labs
Z690 motherboards are now readily available in both DDR4 and DDR5 flavours. Antony Leather puts eight of the latest Alder Lake boards through their paces.

54 ATX case Labs
Andy Makin pits seven of the latest ATX cases against our updated ATX case testing rig.

71 Far Cry 6
Are we really up to six already? Rick Lane finds out if the Far Cry series is maturing like a fine wine or turning a little sour.

72 Guardians of the Galaxy
After the calamity that was the recent Avengers game, can Marvel’s latest superhero tie-in game fare better?

80 Silence your PC
Edward Chester looks at some of the best ways to cut down the racket coming from your system.

88 The year ahead
It’s set to be a stellar year for PC hardware launches. Edward Chester looks at what’s in store for 2022.

92 Clockwork Pi DevTerm
Turn your Raspberry Pi into a retro portable computer, with a screen, keyboard and mini thermal printer.

100 How to use liquid metal paste on your GPU
Learn how to boost your GPU’s cooling by dismantling your graphics card and replacing any ceramic paste with a liquid metal equivalent.

106 GeForce FX revisited
It’s nearly 20 years since Nvidia released its legendary leaf blower of a graphics card. Was it quite as loud as we remember, and was the GPU actually any good?

114 What’s in a name?
James Gorbold ponders whether ‘Core i4’ is a better name for Intel’s new non-K-series Core i5 CPUs.
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